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First and foremost! 

DON’T 
PANIC!!

Photo credit: 
Nevermindtheend on Flickr

https://www.flickr.com/photos/nevermindtheend/3702823252/in/photolist-6DcWmd-5bH3EB-5bLQFJ-6uFKvZ-Ftavyf-4QZnJb-9BaBNQ-799o-2ikKh2G-5j43tM-7nysmJ-jA1FHc-2gxjxxa-voNZUw-dPtgDb-2i11Qgx-9B7GVn-9B7HRk-7wQv9B-9BaBwE-6wcCGH-9B7Hog-eXVxUJ-9B7GA2-9J4DPa-5bMjMG-5bMjLo-eg5zjv-8eP8VB-7Lt3hk-LcAjh1-JXj32-bmjNm5-9Z5YJf-6qUCoE-eD6EUr-rfKKDw-P9udQv-39HRK7-7LFWUP-9S88Lu-GG9fYp-9WYJTz-2TNzQt-22weDey-btgiuX-6NEDx5-5VMT7q-dZ4QVm-29aLv


So… have you ever heard...

Screenshots, this and the next five slides,  from “Literature Reviews: An 
Overview for Graduate Students”, from North Carolina State University Library 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t2d7y_r65HU


A literature review answers those questions!
➔ What is “the literature” 

anyway?
➔ What is a literature 

review?
➔ What are the different 

kinds of reviews?



Think of the literature as a network

As you work to make sense of 
and explain it, you will:

➔ Find the core research
➔ Find who the experts are
➔ Find the most common 

methods
➔ Find the gaps



We’ll talk about the process...

It’s iterative!  
Not a 
straight-line!



And how you can synthesize what you find...



So that the final result looks like this

The literature you 
have found is 
grouped into 
concepts, 
synthesized and 
presented to the 
reader



Let’s get started! 

➔ Today we’ll focus on the INTEGRATIVE review, the most common 
type in the social sciences.

➔ Other types are: 
◆ Argumentative;  Historical;  Methodological; Theoretical

NOTE: Be sure you are clear on expectations such as how many 
sources to use, what formats, the organization of the review (headings, 
etc.) and length

Typology from USC Literature Review Guide

https://libguides.usc.edu/writingguide/literaturereview


Choose and narrow your topic

➔ Do some exploration before committing!  It can be frustrating 
if there’s too little information on your topic

➔ But the narrower the topic can be, the easier the review 
process

➔ Pick a topic of interest

➔ Pick a topic with an obvious need for further research (if your 
literature review relates to a research agenda)



Keep these questions in mind...

➔ What are the main debates in the field concerning my topic? 
➔ What are the key ways in which scholarship on my topic has 

evolved in the past several years (or decades)? 
➔ What hypotheses might the established literature suggest for my 

particular research question? 
➔ How have other scholars attempted to answer my research 

question? In what ways is our knowledge still incomplete? 
➔ What are the most important findings about my topic or question?

Source: Rebekah Massengill, Writing Sociology, 
Princeton University, p. 19.

https://sociology.princeton.edu/sites/sociology/files/soc_ug_writing_guide.pdf


Find models!

➔ Annual Review of Sociology (and other Annual Review 
publications)

➔ Sociological Abstracts (filter for literature reviews)

➔ Oxford Bibliographies Online: Sociology

➔ ProQuest Dissertations

➔ Seminal articles on your topic



Annual Review of Sociology:
(Easiest to link 
from here)

https://guides.lib.berkeley.edu/c.php?g=935472&p=6811882


Sociological Abstracts:



Find literature on your topic! https://guides.lib.berkeley.edu/soc

https://guides.lib.berkeley.edu/soc


Evaluate sources

➔ Are they current? Free from bias?  Published in peer 
reviewed journals or other reliable sources?

➔ Are they relevant to your topic and significant in their field?

➔ Do they present solutions (and how do those compare 
between papers)?

➔ Do they have a theoretical basis?

➔ Do they illuminate trends in the field?

Source (this 
and next 
slide): UNC 
Chapel Hill 
Writing 
Center;
Literature 
Reviews

https://writingcenter.unc.edu/tips-and-tools/literature-reviews/


Determine the main concepts (buckets)

➔ What themes or issues tie the papers/groups of 
papers together?

➔ How do the main concepts illuminate your topic?

➔ Once you have the concepts outlined, how can you 
synthesize them into a coherent whole?

➔ (Remember, you will most likely read many more 
papers than you use-- don’t try to fit in a paper that is 
out of scope!!)



Synthesis/Integration (notetaking!!)

You will thank yourself if you develop a method/use a tool in 
advance that gives you material that’s easy to synthesize!



DO:

➔ Use evidence (the citations you’ve gathered!)

➔ Be selective and focused

➔ Use quotes sparingly, but…

➔ Use caution when paraphrasing!

➔ Don’t just repeat, synthesize

➔ Pay attention to which authors and themes appear 
again and again

Source, this and the 
next slide:  USC 
Libraries, Organizing 
Your Social Science 
Research Paper (It’s 
REALLY good)

https://libguides.usc.edu/writingguide/literaturereview


DON’T

➔ Use sources that don’t relate to your research question

➔ Fail to assess what are the most relevant sources

➔ Accept another researcher’s work without critical 
analysis

➔ Forget to describe the process you used to find the 
literature (which databases, etc.)

➔ Omit literature that supports alternative viewpoints



CITATION TRACKING! 

Check the references contained in any paper that seems 
relevant to your topic (backward citation)--are there items 
there you can use?  Which authors are consistently 
represented?

Then, use Google Scholar or Web of Science (a paid 
database through the library) to see which authors in turn 
cited a relevant paper you have found (forward citation)--
though this can be tough for very new papers



More on notetaking and citation management

➔ Consider using a note taking tool!

◆ Zotfile, Evernote, Excel/Word, GoogleDocs 
or GoogleKeep

➔ Consider using citation management 
software!

◆ Zotero, Mendeley, EndNote (and more)



End result:

From: “School Context 
and the Gender Gap in 
Educational 
Achievement”, Joscha 
Legewiea and Thomas A. 
DiPretea, 2012, American 
Sociological Review 77(3) 
463–485



Resources

UC Berkeley: Writing for Sociology  (also Princeton University’s similar piece)

North Carolina State University video-- Literature Reviews: An Overview...

Everyday Sociology: How (and Why) to Write a Literature Review

UNC Chapel Hill Writing Center: Literature Reviews

USC Libraries--Organizing Your Social Sciences Research

And, UC Berkeley Sociology LibGuide Lit Reviews page!

https://sociology.berkeley.edu/sites/default/files/documents/student_services/writing_guide/Writing%20for%20Sociology%20Guide%20Second%20Edition.pdf
https://sociology.princeton.edu/sites/sociology/files/soc_ug_writing_guide.pdf
https://youtu.be/t2d7y_r65HU
https://www.everydaysociologyblog.com/2019/02/how-and-why-to-write-a-literature-review.html
https://writingcenter.unc.edu/tips-and-tools/literature-reviews/
https://libguides.usc.edu/writingguide/literaturereview
https://guides.lib.berkeley.edu/c.php?g=935472&p=6811882


Questions?

Ann Glusker  glusker@berkeley.edu

Calendly.com/glusker

Office hours: Mondays 12-2, 473 Barrows

mailto:glusker@berkeley.edu
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